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People often ask us: Why do you work with wood? The truth is, it is easy. 
We have often discussed working with stone but rejected the material for being too damn hard. 

However...  Which came first the stone or the stick?

Be prepared and create technology for a treeless future. We would like you to create the rock1T, the ultimate
streamlined communications device for the harshest of conditions that can also be used as an effective bludgeon.

The rock1T should fit into the hand perfectly, be pebble smooth and have no markings or modifications that could
look anything other than geological. 

The rock1T is a self-contained user-powered communication device, containing all the components required to
harvest power and broadcast long-wave audio. Shaking it and tapping it would generate enough energy to transmit
any audio picked up through its built-in piezo crystals. Also capable of playing back any received audio information,
the rock1T's uses could span long-range communications, music, or any other useful function traditionally
associated with stones.

Get ready for the return of the Stone Age: the rock1T changes everything. 

http://www.owlproject.com/
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